
Recommended l iterature on Austria
>  Edmund De Waal 2010 “The Hare With The Amber Eyes”: 

- Edmund de Waal writes this memoir as he discovers the story of his family, 
the Ephrussis, and their collection of 264 small Japanese wood and ivory 
carvings (“netsuke”) over five generations. A nineteenth-century banking 
dynasty in Vienna, the Ephrussis were as rich and respected as the Rothchilds. 
Yet by the end of the World War II, when the netsuke were hidden from the 
Nazis in Vienna, this collection was all that remained of their vast empire.

>  Viktor Frankl 1946 “Man’s Search For Meaning”: 
Between 1942 and 1945 the psychiatrist – and the founder of logotherapy - 
Viktor Frankl survived four different camps, including Auschwitz. Based on this 
experience and the experiences of others he treated later in his practice, Frankl 
argues that we cannot avoid suffering but we can choose how to cope with it, 
find meaning in it, and move forward with renewed purpose. 

>  Frederic Morton 1989 “Thunder at Twilight”: 
The author, born as Fritz Mandelbaum in Vienna in 1924, sets Thunder at Twilight 
against the background of the year 1913, when young Stalin, Trotzky and Hitler 
happened to be in the Vienna of emperor Franz Joseph and Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand at the same time. Frederic Morton evokes the opulent, elegant, 
incomparable sunset metropolis – Vienna on the brink of WWI.

>  Stephan Zweig 1942 “The World of Yesterday”: 
Stefan Zweig’s final work, sent to his publisher the day before his suicide, gives 
us insight into a world brutally destroyed. Written as both a recollection of the 
past, and as a warning for future generations, The World of Yesterday recalls the 
golden age of literary Vienna and its devastating fall in a time of horror that 
tore apart the European culture.
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Recommended movies  on Austria
>  Mayerling (there are different versions of this film: 1936, 1957, 1968) 

The different versions of this film are based on the real-life events leading 
to the apparent murder-suicide of Rudolf, Crown Prince of Austria, and his 
lover Baroness Mary Vetsera in 1889. Rudolf was the only son of Emperor 
Fran Joseph I of Austria and Empress Elisabeth and heir to the throne of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire. The death of the crown prince had momentous 
consequences for the course of history in the nineteenth century. It had a 
devastating effect on the already compromised marriage of the Imperial 
couple and interrupted the security inherent in the immediate line 
of Habsburg dynastic succession. 

>  The Third Man (1949). Director: Carol Reed 
A British film noir that takes place in post-World-War-II Vienna. It focuses on 
Holly Martins, an American who is given a job in Vienna by his friend Harry 
Lime, but when Holly arrives in Vienna he gets the news that Lime is dead. 
Martins then meets with Lime’s acquaintances in an attempt to investigate 
what he considers a suspicious death.

>  Woman in Gold (2015). Director: Simon Curtis 
The true story of a Jewish woman who fled Vienna during World War II and 
later fought the government of Austria to reclaim her family possessions seized 
by the Nazis prior to WWII, among them Klimt’s famous painting ‘Portrait of 
Adele Bloch-Bauer I’. 

Recommended music  of  S pain
Austria, and Vienna specifically, was home to many famous composers and is 
well-known for its classical music. The following composers are some of its more 
famous and important composers:
> Josef Haydn
> Gustav Mahler
> Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
> Arnold Schönberg
> Franz Schubert
> Johann Strauss
>  Ludwig von Beethoven (he lived and composed all his music in his time in 

Vienna, so even though he is German, he is considered one of the most 
important Viennese classic composers)
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